1. Introduction. Minimal separating collections were introduced in [2, §8] ; their knowledge is useful for the computation of the kernel of a cooperative game. In this note we determine an exact bound on the maximum number of sets which a minimal separating collection can have. The proof makes use of a result on finite graphs, which is proved in the next section.
2. Minimally ordered graphs. Throughout this paper we deal only with directed graphs. Our terminology is that of [l] . We recall some definitions that pertain to our work. A finite graph G is a pair (X, T), where A is a finite set and T is a multivalued function mapping X into X, i.e., for each xEX, T(x) is a subset of X. Let G= (X, T) be a finite Lemma 2.6. A minimally ordered graph without circuits has at most fin) arcs, where fin) = \n2 if n is even, and fin) = \in2 -1) if n is odd.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1 the lemma is true. Let G= iX, T) be a minimally ordered graph without circuits with n vertices. We shall assume that n is even. The proof for odd n is similar. Let a be a minimal vertex of G, i.e., there exists no xEX such that a>x. Let T= {b\ b>a and there exists no c such that b>c>a}.
We remark that xETia) if and only if x£P
If \T\ -^\n let Xi = X-{a}.
If |r| >\n let bET and Xx = X-{b}. We remark that the number of arcs incident into or out from b is less than \n, since if biET then neither bi>b nor b>bx. By Lemma 2.2 the subgraph determined by Xi is minimally ordered; since it has no circuits it has, by assumption, at most/(m-1) arcs. Hence G has no more than /(m-1) + §m=/(m) arcs. Corollary 2.9. Every finite graph G has a partial graph with no more than g(n) arcs which defines the same weak ordering on the vertices o/ G as G.
3. Minimal separating collections. We recall some of the definitions of [2] . Let N be a finite nonempty set. Let 3D be a collection of subsets of N and let i, JEN, iy^j. i is separated by 2D from j if there exists a set S£2D such that iES and jE$-S3 1S separating if for every pair i, JEN, i is separated from j by 2D if and only if j is separated from i by 3D. A separating collection is minimal separating if it does not contain a proper subcollection which is separating. A collection 2D is completely separating if for all pairs i, JEN, i^j, i is separated from j and j is separated from i by 2D. A completely separating collection is minimal completely separating if it does not contain a proper subcollection which is completely separating. We remark that a completely separating collection which is minimal separating is a minimal completely separating collection. Lemma 3.5. If 3D is a minimal completely separating collection of subsets of a finite nonempty set N, then for each S£3D there exists a distinguished pair ii, j) such that iES and jES.
The proof, which is straightforward, is omitted. Theorem 3.6. Let N be a finite nonempty set with n members. The maximum number of sets in a minimal completely separating collection of subsets of N is gin) isee Lemma 2.8 where gin) is defined). Since jES we have a contradiction which shows that 3D' = 3D. Hence the number of sets in 3D is not greater than gin). Examples 3.2 and 3.3 show that the bound gin) is attained.
Corollary 3.7. Let N be a finite nonempty set with n members. The maximum number of sets in a minimal separating completely separating collection of subsets of N is fin) for n ^ 7, and is not greater than 2(m-1) for m<7. Let the genus g be arbitrary. 1/ A contains nonconstant /unctions, then there exist /our /unctions in A which separate points o/ R and which have no common branch points in G.
The author is indebted to a referee for pointing out an error in an earlier version of the paper.
II. Two lemmas. Let <p be a nonconstant member of order n in the field K of meromorphic functions on R. Let w be a point of the extended plane which has n distinct inverse images under d>. Denote by E(<p, w) the finite set which is the union of <p~1(w) and <frl(4>(b)) as b ranges over all the branch points of <j>. For (fixed) cb and \f/ in K, let S
